I. Announcements:
Task Forces need to get their sections completed or there will be no new Greenbook!
II. Task Force Leaders and Members NEED to attend the Underground Materials and Methods Subcommittee Meetings!

III. New Business: CM: slip lining group as of this day has not formally met, however JJ has given extensive comments. JJ, Sancon and Danby can review the spec and get the correct section to Danby for their comment. GN: let’s get is started! DB wants to revise the Machine Wound section. PK: external wraps group fairly quiet, sent drafts two weeks ago, waiting on response. So far PK says no one has objected so spec may just be an update and not a re write. GN to PK call your people and the people involved and make sure the correspondence is memorialized. So WE ensure that all those contacted had the opportunity to respond. GN: asking about thermoset group, EA: no movement, I tried to split this up with KW, needs effort to get this thing going. I will contact people directly, so far no movement, GN: I will help get this going. GN To task force leaders DO NOT WAIT MONTHLY TO have meetings! GN: UV update? DF: everyone is working on this, sampling, collections, limits on liner thickness, ASTM modifications, and we are meeting every week. DB: thermo plastic consolidate standards for Greenbook in the section we have been assigned. JVH: what is the timeline for completion of this JL: 19 may 2020. DB: back to update, GN: Drafts done by May, that way Editorial and Committee can get it done and printed. DB: wanted old chapters to new chapters comparison – JL, GN suggested it be done OFFLINE – it was finally agreed on to be done later and tie up committee time. GN: concrete spec has some subjective language going to recommend a revamp and not a re do. EA: 210-2 HDPE CG: steps in manholes, non mandatory – need clarification, GN: meet weekly and CG: I will bring this up on Thursday at that meeting and it will be messy.

IV. Old Business:
Revision of Section 500
Task Forces are as follows:
CIPP Thermoset
UV CIPP
External Wrap
Slip Lining
Spiral Wound
Pull in Place

IV New Business
ACTION ITEM: Contact information for Gean Na:
Phone: 714-932-1663, Keegan Fahey: Email: KFahey@dpw.lacounty.gov Colin McCarter: Email: CMCcarter@dpw.lacounty.gov

V. LINK FOR Greenbook Section 500 updates, files and information – please keep this link available for your information, use and records.
https://ktiinc-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/bducharm_thompsonpipegroup_com/ErnR1KTUddNmYDDk470G9wBOm63gnJoSkVzcnYENKlICw?e=KQJZdx

Adjourned: 12:00
A. Next meeting: May 19, 2020 Via ONLINE only!

Jamie L. Lienberger - Secretary